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EVERYTHING
CHANGES
THE SEASONS. THE SHOOTERS.
HÄRKILA.
Shooting is one of the world’s oldest activities, yet is still
undergoing many changes. New shooting grounds are opening
up, more women are getting shooting licences, and shooters are
continuously subject to new rules. Whether in the gun shop or the
shooters’ online universe, everyday we face new challenges and
opportunities – because Härkila’s philosophy is built on innovation.

The new collection
In this year’s catalogue, we have opted to showcase the new
collection, to present it in more detail, and give you an insight into
everything from design to materials. You can always stop by at
harkila.com to check out New Arrivals, promotions and view the
entire product range.

Always ready to take the lead
This year, we are introducing Pro Hunter Wild Boar. This suit raises
all the standards and includes materials that make it the most
robust shooting suit on the market. As an accompaniment to this
innovative suit, we also discuss the topic of wild boar shooting. We
hope this inspires you.
Härkila. Trust your instinct.
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CHAMOIS SHOOTING IN THE ALPS

By Jens Ulrik Høgh

Chamois shooting in the Alps is becoming
more and more popular. With good reason.
The mountain slopes demand the right
equipment and a certain level of physical
condition, but nature, the views and a
prize chamois in the bag make this trip an
unrivalled experience.

”
Michael, my guide, measures the distance to the eight animals
ahead on the mountain side. His English is not great, so he
switches to French at a speed I can understand: “trois – zéro – huit”.
I screw the sight up to 300 metres and then add one more click. The
chamois are roughly at the same height as us, so it’s just a question
of getting into a stable position and taking a shot. I lay the rucksack
down in front of me and slide down into a prone position for firing.
My pulse is racing after two hours of climbing.
I try to eyeball the animals through the sight, but a small clump of
poplars in a ravine between us and the chamois is just high enough
to prevent a clear shot. I am panting for an opening in the treetops,
but there’s nothing doing. I need to get a few metres higher, with
the risk of the timid targets spotting me.
I explain by sign and gesture that I don’t have a clean shot and need
to find a better position. Michael nods and we get up on all fours to
crawl the five metres up to the next small plateau.
We have barely started crawling when Michael freezes mid-movement. He stares up the mountain side and whispers “Chamois!”. I
look up and see the top of a pair of crooked black horns become an
entire black and white chamois on the horizon as the animal steps
out onto an outcrop. Michael points at the animal and demonstratively bends his index finger. An unmistakable signal!
I twist the rifle off my shoulder, ditch the rucksack and quickly get
into a good firing position. There’s no time to measure the distance,
but there’s no need anyway, since it is clearly no more than 120
metres at most.

Michael points at the animal
and demonstratively bends
his index finger. An
unmistakable signal!”

The chamois is standing side on to us. The shot will be about 40
degrees upwards. I find the animal’s shoulder in the sight and
squeeze the shot off. I raise my head while replaying the shot
and see, to my astonishment, that the chamois is standing there,
completely still and staring in our direction. Clearly untouched! Not
five seconds pass before the second shot is on its way. But the scene
repeats itself.
While the echo of my second shot volleys between the mountain
sides, the chamois stands, stock-still, for a couple of seconds, before
finally taking flight, head over heels. At the very same moment, I
realise my error. In the heat of battle, I have forgotten to reset the
sight to the 100 metres I actually fired from, and I have shot over
the top of the chamois twice in a row. Despite my guide’s limited
proficiency in English, I can see that he understands well enough
the whispering tirade of expletives that escape my lips in the next
few seconds.
But nothing motivates my inner shooter like a crushing defeat. The
weariness in my legs magically fades away; the stakes are raised. My
self-esteem is on the line. To come down off the mountain without
the prize is out of the question.
I cast a sidelong glance at Michael, who is still smiling broadly from
the last few minutes of drama. I point up the mountain and beckon
him to follow. The original plan was to climb right up to the ridge
and see what was hiding in the next valley. We are back to where
we began.
I clamber slowly up the loose rock. My legs rapidly turn back into
lead and my pulse pounds hard and fast in my ears. I have to

CHAMOIS SHOOTING IN THE ALPS
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The pulse pounds, the legs work hard, breathing requires an effort. But it is
worth all that – and then some.

breathe with my mouth wide open to take in enough air. But it still
feels like my body is getting less and less oxygen. We stop and start.
Stop and start. The intervals shorten, but there are still a couple of
hundred metres to the top over very difficult ground.
I smile to myself about what’s happening right now. A man struggling and pushed right to the edge. Pained facial expressions and
laboured breathing. But it feels the opposite. It feels like freedom. I
am happy up here on the mountain.
Michael has got a few metres ahead of me. He suddenly freezes and
takes his binoculars out. After a brief moment, he raises his thumb
to signal that the prize is ahead. I crawl up the last few metres to
avoid being seen.
There’s a herd of four. We meticulously measure the distance – just
over 250 metres. I double-check the sight and allow myself plenty
of time to find a stable firing position. The rifle’s safety is released.
Michael asks me to shoot the closest animal – a young buck. I take
a deep breath, exhale fully and fire carefully, aiming at the point
where neck and body join.
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”

A little part of me belongs
to that mountain.”

The black animal jumps high in the air as the shot hits. Its rear legs
kick a bit as it hits the ground and begins to roll down the mountain
side. In a few seconds, the kicking stops but it gathers speed as
it rolls down the steep grassy slope. 100 metres. 200 metres. The
chamois disappears from view.
Well below us, a small path crosses the slope. We descend to see if
we can spot the felled chamois in the relatively short grass. It takes
more than twenty minutes to get there, even with gravity on our
side. But alas – no chamois.
When we have searched everywhere we can see above and below
us, Michael decides to go 50 metres further along the path to
check. He has not gone ten metres when he almost stumbles over
the chamois, which has come to a stop in the middle of the little
path behind a tuft of grass just big enough to hide it. We sit down.
Relieved, elated and tired. Almost exhausted.
A little part of me belongs to that mountain. I will always long to
return there. The sunset over the Alps is even more stunning that
day.

RECOMMENDED GEAR FOR A
CHAMOIS SHOOTING IN THE ALPS:
Atle anorak
Atle trousers
Svarin fleece pullover
All Season underwear and roll collar
Fennek beanie
Powerliner gloves
Pro Hunter GTX 10” Armortex Kevlar® Boots
Staika Crew socks
Metso Classic rucksack
Binoculars strap in waterproof PU
The culmination of an amazing day on the grassy mountain
slopes.

CHAMOIS SHOOTING IN THE ALPS
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WORKING WITH
THE BEST ...
Innovation and uncompromising quality are our keywords at Härkila. So we only work with the market’s very
best, most innovative and quality-focused partners. This
is why you will always find materials such as GORE-TEX®,
Vibram®, Polartec®, PrimaLoft® and WINDSTOPPER® in
our shooting clothes, boots and gear.

GORE-TEX®. Waterproof, windproof and

Airtech™ by F.O.V. Unique textile,

Polartec®. The market leader for technical

Vibram®. High-tech specialised sole

breathable membrane in a very high quality.

combining extreme durability with great

fleece. Insulating, low weight and highly

promising a comfortable, ergonomic stride.

comfort. Soft, breathable, wind-resistant,

breathable.

GORE WINDSTOPPER®. GORE

GORE-TEX® SURROUND™. Waterproof

water-repellent and dirt-repellent.
Merino wool. Very fine wool from Merino

membrane with 360° breathability for

complete wind protection with outstanding

CORDURA®. Highly durable and lightweight

sheep. Long fibres make this wool extra soft

footwear. Developed for high activity and

breathability. You stay comfortable with

fibres.

and fine. Härkila uses only “mulesing free”

warm climate, making it possible for your

Merino wool.

foot to breathe all around - also through the

WINDSTOPPER products combine
®

fewer layers and enjoy greater freedom of
movement.

Avertic®. Shock-absorbing and protective
technical fabric.

PrimaLoft®. Originally developed for

sole.
Mossy Oak®. Mossy Oak® is one of the
world’s largest camouflage brands and

Ortholite®. Functional insoles of the best

military use as an alternative to goose down.

Twaron . Soft, highly flexible and resistant

specialises in shooting. At Härkila, we

quality. Moisture-transporting, breathable

Highly compressible and insulating in both

material woven from microfilament yarn.

use various Mossy Oak® camo variants in

and anti-bacterial.

®

wet and dry conditions.

our clothing, footwear and gear. They all
Techsteel™. Lightweight and flexible

share the ability to melt naturally into the

THERMOLITE®. Insulating material for

material that, gramme for gramme, is five

surroundings, due to their great depth and

clothing. Very low weight, comfortable

times stronger than steel.

realistic 3D illusion.

to wear and allows good freedom of
movement.

See all our partners at harkila.com
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CLOTHING
This year Härkila is introducing a new range
of lightweight trousers with different levels
of flexibility, an extra insulating version of
the Metso suit and the Lady version of the
Expedition Down ultimate winter jacket.

HÄRKILA
PRODUCT LINES
Härkila specialises in clothing for shooters. We have divided up our product range into three
lines, tailored for different shooting activities.

PERFORMANCE

ENDURANCE

CLASSICS

Lightweight. For active shooting.

Durable. For demanding shooting.

Clothing developed for shooting over long distances,
with varying activity levels. Performance combines
lightweight materials, excellent breathability and
unique technical properties to produce optimum
results and unforgettable shooting.

Durable and functional clothing designed for
shooting in tough conditions. Endurance means
rock-solid gear with all the practical features you
need to allow you to concentrate on the shoot.

Stylish. For shooting and good
companionship.
Stylish clothing rooted in the design traditions of
classic shooting. Classics are perfect for both shooting and leisure, and combine exclusive materials
and elegant design with all the functionality that the
discerning shooter expects.
13

PERFOR
FOR ACTIVE SHOOTING
OVER LONG DISTANCES

Lightweight materials combining excellent
breathability and unique technical properties

MANCE
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ATLE
NEW

VERSATILE LIGHTWEIGHT SUIT
Atle is a multi-functional shooting suit in the lightweight class. The
long smock features a large binoculars pocket, long, dual-function
side zip to make it easy to put on and take off and integral hood
with wire-reinforced brim. The trousers have ventilation on both
sides. The entire suit is made from a brushed, lightweight material,
with DWR-treated surface and featuring a waterproof, breathable
GORE-TEX® membrane.
Atle smock
Lake green · Size 46-58

Atle trousers
Lake green/Shadow brown · Size 46-58
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DESIGNING FOR

TOMORROW’S
SHOOTER
Härkila designer Adina Kufeld has an exciting and often rather challenging job. Not only does
she need to know what shooters will want two years down the line, but she also has to keep
up with the march of technology, and enhance functionality and comfort for the benefit of
discerning and quality-conscious Härkila shooters.

Functionality above all

Mostly green and brown

“This green really captures the autumn shades of Scandinavia”.
Adina is engrossed in the fabric samples she has brought home
from her inspirational trip. The other participants at the design
meeting agree with her. Her eagerness to get down to designing
the 2018 collection rises above the jetlag that is weighing on her.
You see, Adina works two years into the future and she closed the
chapter on the 2016 collection a long time ago. But what does she
look for when designing for tomorrow’s shooter?

For Adina, it’s about keeping up with the current trends, so that the
clothes are always at the forefront in terms of technology, silence,
weight, comfort and breathability. These are the keywords in every
Härkila product formula; most of the colours are predetermined.

“Both now and in two years’ time, the clothing must demonstrate
that it is for expert use, so functionality is crucial. The idea is to let
the shooter focus completely on the shot. The suit must withstand
whatever the weather throws at the wearer. Beyond the fabric
technology, it’s the details that count. So there are always cartridge
holders in the trouser thigh pockets, articulated elbows and knees
or stretch panels for comfort and flexibility”, explains Adina.

“The clothes are designed to be used outdoors, so they have to
blend in with nature’s own colours. We do use camouflage, snow
white and safety orange, but green and brown are the collection’s
dominant colours. And this will be true in two years’ time too”, she
says, continuing:
“The key thing is for the clothes to liberate, not restrict the shooter.
Even if the shooter needs to be comfortable, and mostly dressed in
green or brown, looks still count.”

Performance: “Here we need to be at the top of our game”
Aesthetics are especially important in the Classic line, which is
aimed at game shooting, where the look must be kept traditional.
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DESIGNING FOR TOMORROW’S SHOOTER

”

The idea is to let the
shooter focus completely
on the shoot”

Adina Kufeld
35
Shooter
Härkila clothes designer since 2007

If you are more into shooting that exposes the clothes to wear,
such as working with dogs, the Endurance line can take more of
a beating. But it is the latest line, Performance, that is challenging
Adina as a designer:
“Performance is for high-intensity; shooting that sets the pulse
racing. This line offers opportunities for experimentation, but,
against that, here we need to be at the top of our game. This is
where the discerning shooter demands freedom of movement and
lightweight gear. And the styles here need to be sporty and inspired
by outdoor activities. But, in none of the three lines are quality,
functionality, comfort and breathability up for compromise”, asserts
Adina.

“In the Pro Hunter Wild Boar suit and the Expedition Down jackets,
we experimented with entirely new combinations of different
technologies and materials. The result is something unique on the
market. With Metso, we introduced a family with the appearance
of a traditional shooting fabric, evoking the old loden cloth, but
with the application of new technology, combining the wool with
hard-wearing fibre and a Bionic Finish treatment. The design and
functionality meet the needs of today’s shooters in terms of various
shooting details”, says Adina, concluding that:
“I always try to ground our designs in tradition, but with an innovative and contemporary edge. For me, it’s the ultimate synergy when
we apply new technology and know-how to a familiar shooting
material such as leather, loden or oilskin.”

The old with the new
When asked about which Härkila styles Adina is especially proud
of, she has a ready answer: the Pro Hunter Wild Boar suit, the
Expedition Down jackets and the Metso family. The Metso products
in particular encapsulate the essence of the Härkila brand.
DESIGNING FOR TOMORROW’S SHOOTER
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METSO
INSULATED
NEW

FOR DEMANDING DRIVING OR STAND SHOOTING
IN THE EXTREME COLD.
Metso Insulated is a lightweight, silent, extremely insulating woolen
suit with PrimaLoft® padding, water and dirt repellent Bionic
Finish® treatment and leather reinforcements on exposed areas.
The suit is designed for shooting in the cold autumn and winter
seasons.
Metso Insulated jacket
Hunting green · Size 46-60

Metso Insulated trousers
Hunting green · Size 46-60
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DVALIN
NEW

LIGHTWEIGHT. DURABLE. BREATHABLE.
Dvalin is a lightweight and breathable shooting suit in a hard-
wearing blend of cotton and polyester. The surface of the suit is
treated with water-repellent Wax Finish, which can be reapplied
and removed as desired. Rewax to increase waterproofing and wash
to increase breathability.
Dvalin is available as both an unlined spring and autumn jacket,
and in an extra insulating version with jacket and trousers lined
with PrimaLoft® padding for shooting in the extreme cold.
Dvalin jacket
Hunting green · Size 48-60

Dvalin Insulated jacket
Hunting green · Size 48-60

Dvalin Insulated trousers
Hunting green · Size 48-60
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TUNING
NEW

LIGHTWEIGHT SUIT FOR STALKING.
Tuning is an extremely lightweight 2-layer shell suit with
waterproof, breathable GORE-TEX® membrane and moisture-
transporting lining. The suit is silent and so comfortable and light
that you will almost forget you have it on. In short: The perfect
companion for your next shooting trip.
Tuning jacket
Hunting green/Shadow brown · Size 46-58

Tuning trousers
Hunting green/Shadow brown · Size 46-58
Shadow brown · Size 46-58
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CLOTHING / PERFORMANCE
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ESSENTIAL

NEW

DAIN TROUSERS
Lightweight trousers designed for active shooting, with waterrepellent Wax Finish and articulated knees.
Olive green/Hunting green · Hunting green/Slate brown · Charcoal/Black ·
Size 48-60
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JOIN THE MOVEMENT
FLEX

FULL FLEX
NEW RANGE OF TROUSERS
FOR THE ACTIVE SHOOTER
No two shooters are the same. And nor are any two
shoots the same. This is the philosophy underlying
Härkila’s new range of water-repellent lightweight
trousers. With their different levels of stretch, they are
each tailored to specific types of active shooting in
spring and autumn.

Movability

Movability
Full flex
Flex
Essential
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NEW

GEVAR TROUSERS

INGELS TROUSERS

Extremely breathable, lightweight trousers, designed
for active shooting, with water-repellent Wax Finish
and stretch panels on knees and seat.

Extremely breathable, comfortable, stretchable,
lightweight trousers, designed for active shooting,
with water-repellent DWR treatment and ventilation
panels on the rear thighs.

Hunting green/Black · Slate brown/Black · Size 46-58
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NEW

Shadow brown/Black · Lake green/Shadow brown ·
Size 46-54/29”, 46-56/31”, 46-60/33”, 50-60/35”

CLOTHING / PERFORMANCE
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FLEECES FOR ACTIVE
SHOOTING
NEW

SVARIN FLEECE JACKET

Lightweight and extremely breathable fleece jacket in
insulating Polartec® Power Stretch®. Designed with
thin panels in the sides and forearms for increased
breathability, and a precise fit for extra enhanced
freedom of movement.
Burnt orange · Shadow brown · Size S-3XL

NEW

THOR FLEECE JACKET
High-stretch jacket in DWR-treated fleece, with
windproof, breathable GORE WINDSTOPPER®
membrane and mesh lining. Designed for active
shooting in the spring.
Shadow brown/Black · Olive green/Black · Size S-3XL
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NEW
REVERSIBLE

SKOLL FLEECE JACKET

KAMKO FLEECE JACKET

Lightweight and silent fleece jacket in Mossy Oak®
New Break-Up camo designed for active shooting.
Slim fit and highly stretchable.

Reversible fleece jacket with windproof, breathable GORE WINDSTOPPER®
membrane, radio pocket and four capacious front pockets. Features a brown/
red colour combination to increase visibility when necessary and a brown/black
combination for more casual use.

Mossy Oak® New Break-Up · Size S-3XL

Brown/Red · Pirate black/Shadow brown · Size XS-5XL

CLOTHING / PERFORMANCE
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ACTIWOOL
NEW

NORJA CARDIGAN
Lightweight cardigan in moisture wicking and
insulating Actiwool. Features a 2-way zip.
Warm olive melange

NEW

· Charcoal grey melange ·

Willow green melange · Shadow brown melange ·
Dark navy · Size S-5XL
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ACTIVE FIT & POWER DRY
NEW

AMLET SHIRT
Lightweight, stretchable, cotton shooting shirt. Close
fitting Active Fit design.
Shadow brown check · Forest green check · Size S-3XL

NEW

GERIT POLO SHIRT
Polo shirt in moisture-transporting and quick-drying
Polartec® Power Dry®. Can be used as a base layer.
Demitasse brown · Burnt orange · Dark olive · Size S-4XL

CLOTHING / PERFORMANCE
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FOR SHOOTING IN
TOUGH CONDITIONS

Hardwearing materials
with high levels of functionality

PRO HUNTER

AHEAD OF
THE GAME
Pro Hunter is an ever-growing range of extremely durable clothes
for shooters. Since the first suit was introduced more than 10
years ago, the Pro Hunter range has grown constantly and now
comprises clothing for all types of shooting under harsh conditions.
Common to all of them is the custom-developed Airtech™ outer
material, which provides a unique combination of strength and
comfort.
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PRO HUNTER

Pro Hunter is a shooting legend and is Härkila’s most successful range over the years.

The Pro Hunter story began with the introduction of the Lapmark
suit in 1992. Härkila had developed a suit for professional hunters –
a suit that was hardwearing enough to last for many years and also
incorporate all the features needed for a tough life in the Swedish
forest.
Lapmark was made from the same strong, silent material used by
the Swedish military. In 2005, Härkila launched an update of the

Lapmark series in the shape of Pro Hunter, made from the revolutionary Airtech™ fabric, which, combined with the new GORE-TEX®
membrane, made the suit extra durable, waterproof, windproof and
dirt-repellent.
Since then, Pro Hunter has been developed for new types of
hunting and hunters – since the Pro Hunter story is also the story
of constant innovation.

1992 LAPMARK

2005 PRO HUNTER

2011 PRO HUNTER DOG KEEPER

Shooting suit developed for professional

Extremely hardwearing shooting suit

Suit created for the highly active shooter

2011-2012 PRO HUNTER
SHORT / ACTIVE

use. The suit set new standards by

with waterproof, breathable GORE-TEX®

and ideal for shooting for moose and

Green edition of Pro Hunter Dog Keeper.

combining extreme durability with great

membrane and CORDURA® reinforcement.

wild boar. Available in Mossy Oak® New

comfort.

Break-Up camo with safety panels in Mossy
Oak® Blaze. Ventilation zips in both jackets
and trousers.
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Härkila’s 5-year warranty. Härkila

GORE-TEX®. Waterproof, windproof and

Airtech™ by F.O.V. Unique textile,

provides a 5-year warranty against

breathable membrane in a very high quality.

combining extreme durability with great

material and manufacturing faults on

comfort. Soft, breathable, wind-resistant,

jackets, trousers and breeks in the Pro

water-repellent and dirt-repellent.

Hunter series.

2013 PRO HUNTER X /
PRO HUNTER X LADY

2014 PRO HUNTER X LEATHER

2015 PRO HUNTER EXTEND

2016 PRO HUNTER WILD BOAR

Extra robust shooting trousers with genuine

Shooting trousers in super-strong Airtech™,

Shooting suit specially designed for wild

Optimised fit. Pro Hunter X is available in

nubuck leather reinforcements on the front.

but also in 100% stretch fabric, which makes

boar shooting. Made from the strongest

both green and brown, and a form-fitting

the trousers both flexible and more resistant

combined fabrics, for the ultimate in

version for women shooters.

to holing.

puncture-protection, shock-absorption and
durability.

CLOTHING / ENDURANCE
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PRO HUNTER
WILD BOAR
NEW

ULTIMATE PROTECTION ON THE SHOOT
Pro Hunter Wild Boar is made from the strongest clothing fabrics.
Gramme for gramme, lightweight and flexible TECHSTEEL™ is
five times stronger than steel; armoured Twaron® provides good
puncture-protection in the crotch area and the shock-absorbing
Avertic® is arranged in four overlapping layers on the front of the
trousers. The suit also features a waterproof, breathable GORE-TEX®
membrane.
Pro Hunter Wild Boar jacket
Hunting green/Shadow brown · Size 48-60

Pro Hunter Wild Boar trousers
Hunting green/Shadow brown · Size 48-60
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Soft, breathable fabric,
combining extreme durability with great comfort.

Layering

Soft, highly flexible and

Airtech™

resistant material woven

Twaron®

from microfilament yarn.

Four-layer Avertic®
GORE-TEX®

Lightweight and flexible
material that, gramme
for gramme, is five times
stronger than steel.

Shock-absorbing and
protective technical fabric.

Layering
Techsteel™
GORE-TEX®
Very high quality,
waterproof, windproof and
breathable membrane.

CLOTHING / ENDURANCE
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PRO HUNTER X
ULTIMATE DURABILITY
– WITH A 5-YEAR WARRANTY
Pro Hunter X is a versatile suit designed to keep you warm and
dry in difficult conditions and bad weather. The suit is made from
the extremely hard-wearing Airtech™ fabric and has a waterproof,
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. The Pro Hunter X range also
includes a form-fitting suit for women, as well as a cap and gaiters.
Pro Hunter X jacket
Lake green · Shadow brown · Size 46-64

Pro Hunter X trousers
Lake green · Shadow brown · Size 46-52/29”, 48-66/31”, 46-60/33”, 50-56/35”

Pro Hunter X Leather trousers
Lake green/Shadow brown · Shadow brown · Size 48-60

Pro Hunter X breeks
Lake green · Size 48-62
The Pro Hunter range also includes a series of durable year-round boots.
See page 67.
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PRO HUNTER
DOG KEEPER
SAFE AND STRONG CAMO
Pro Hunter Dog Keeper features Mossy Oak® New Break-Up camo
with panels in Mossy Oak® Blaze. This combination makes you less
visible to the game and more visible to other shooters.
Pro Hunter Dog Keeper jacket
Mossy Oak® New Break-Up/Mossy Oak® Orange Blaze · Size 48-58

Pro Hunter Dog Keeper trousers
Mossy Oak® New Break-Up/Mossy Oak® Orange Blaze · Size 48-58, 50-56/31”

Pro Hunter Dog Keeper gloves
Mossy Oak® New Break-Up/Mossy Oak® Orange Blaze · Size M-XL
For this suit, we recommend the hardwearing Pro Hunter GTX® 10” Armortex®
Kevlar® leather boots. (See page 67).

CLOTHING / ENDURANCE
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SCANDINAVIAN
BIG GAME

SHOOTING
By Thomas Lindy Nissen

Wild boar shooting runs the gamut from the silent stalk,
through passive stand shooting to a highly energetic
drive. From first to last, this challenging shoot offers

44

again – apparently without coming to a
final conclusion to his dilemma – continuing at full speed straight for you.

unique experiences and much exitement.

The bullet is fired

You hear it before you see it. The thundering hooves in the soft
soil strike the eardrums like a sonic prediction, both ominous and
thrilling. Your first thought is that there must be a big tusker heading straight at you. And then you see a massive, bristly, grey bundle
of muscle 30 metres ahead. The dense beechwood scrub around
the beast is being constantly and evenly pushed aside, but then
the speed suddenly slacks off. The boar may be driven by dogs and
beaters behind him, he may be on the retreat, but stupid or panicky
he is not. Somehow, the animal senses you, the shooter, the lurking
danger, the unknown ahead, and stops. For a few seconds, the
cautious animal tries to calculate the best way forward before once

There’s not much distance between you when the
boar sees your silhouette and makes a right turn, to the
left of your position, its hooves churning up soil as it skids.
For the boar, this is the wrong move, but for a right-handed
marksman it couldn’t be better. You shoulder your weapon in
a smooth practised movement. Your first thought is that, at this
distance, the boar seems huge, then you squeeze the trigger and
release the bullet which hits the animal cleanly right where neck
and body meet. The 150-kilo-plus tusker crashes to the ground,
while a cloud of dust knocked out of its pelt hangs behind it in an
elongated whirlwind. Leaves, soil and small twigs swirl around
the tumbling animal while you reload and cover it again. The boar
lies still – the first shot of the day was a success. The next chance
comes soon after.

SCANDINAVIAN BIG GAME SHOOTING

”

Your first thought is
that there must be a
big tusker heading
straight at you.”

The ultimate shoot
As an experienced boar shooter, your thoughts are electrified when roused by the thunder of hooves on the forest
floor. Again, you see the grey giant with the sharp, curved
teeth from a distance in a small opening, and register that, like
the boar in the first beat, it is heading straight for you. The animal
disappears into denser scrub on the right, allowing you to change
your footing, raise the rifle and make ready to receive this bundle
of muscle. Suddenly, all is silent. The tusker must have halted
in the dense scrub. There’s no doubt that it’s listening, sniffing,
looking and sensing which route to take – if any. There is often
good reason why these large boars have reached the age they have.
Namely a combination of wit and timidity and a mastery of any
irrational panic. Then a dog is heard a few hundred metres further
into the wood. It’s closing the gap. It’s panting hard, on the scent
of the grey giant, ready to join battle and chase the quarry towards
the shooters. The sound of accelerating hooves on the forest floor
thunders again directly towards you. The boar breaks out into the
open, sees you immediately but decides to avoid confrontation and
SCANDINAVIAN BIG GAME SHOOTING
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swerves to the right. The back stop is perfect, the lead as it should
be, and your weapon control is immaculate. The boar rolls into the
shot at full speed, and is felled instantly.

Excitement from first to last
One of the reasons why driven wild boar ranks so highly with
shooters is the potential for action from the outset, although the
boar may equally wait stealthily to the very last seconds of a beat.
Unlike deer, which often exit the battue quite quickly, boars will
often stay with it, pressing dogs or drivers or trying to work around
them. This means you need to be ready from start to finish. Wild

The wild boar shoot is
unpredictable, and you
need to be prepared, from
the first to the last second.
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boar shooting is characteristically very varied, ranging from passive
stand shooting, through a lively and stimulating battue, to silent
stalking. Wild boar is shot in most European countries at dusk
and dawn – although the species can be active in day time – in
undisturbed areas or where fields of tall crops provide cover and
allow for thrilling stalking and selective shooting. In Sweden, the
Scandinavian wild boar can be shot at night from stands but also
occasionally by stalking in the dark undergrowth along open fields
and meadows. It is very common in Sweden to sit on a stand at
night in an often suitably fitted-out and covered shooting tower
at an actual feeding site. This type of shooting, just like driven and

This type of shooting tests
the marksman’s ability. It is
recommended to have your
weapon adjusted and to
train extensively.

PRO HUNTER WILD BOAR IN ACTION
See the Pro Hunter Wild Boar outfit in the Wild Boar Fever
videos 7 and 8. Follow the shooters to France and enjoy
loads of wild boar thrills and spills and intense
action-packed drives.
Wild Boar Fever 7 was released in December 2015.
Wild Boar Fever 8 is due out at the end of 2016.

stalking, has its own unique kind of excitement. Excitement that
culminates when the herd of pigs are heard in the darkness on
their way through the wood to the feeding place, or when the black
tusker is glimpsed on the periphery of the site.

GOOD ADVICE FOR THE WILD BOAR SHOOT
In order to maintain the weapon’s balance when shooting a moving target, many
wild boar shooters will benefit from a rifle with a thick barrel (a match barrel). This
will help the balance during the swing.

Superb eating
The wild boar is one of Sweden’s most coveted game species, and
its establishment in the Swedish countryside is an extraordinary
success story. Over barely a decade, the Swedish take of wild boar
rose from less than 20,000 to nearly 100,000. The upsurge in the
Swedish wild boar population began in the south and south-east
of the country, but the species subsequently emigrated towards
the north and west. Skåne and Kalmar have the largest population,
and the take of this sublime Scandinavian big game species is also
biggest here in these two provinces. Shooting this species, which in
Sweden can attain more than 200 kg, is thrilling and challenging. In
addition, wild boar is some of the best game meat available, and it
is mild enough to feature regularly on the menu. The meat is highly
versatile, there is no waste, and due to its subtle game flavour, it can
be used effectively year-round in all kinds of dishes.

”When shooting a moving target, the absolute key to success is having gear that is
tailored to the shooter, so that the rifle falls to the shoulder in the same way,
every time. Adjusting the length and height of the stock is therefore one of the
best investments a shooter can make.”
”A rifle with a trigger weight correctly tailored to the shooter can help with all
kinds of shooting – including at moving targets. For most shooters, a trigger
weight of 800-900 grammes is preferable, but this may vary from person to
person. Training, training and training – on the range and at home using dummy
cartridges – is helping convert driven shooters to the adjusted trigger weight,
which should be the same on all the shooter’s rifles.”
”Sighting is also a key factor, where a low magnification driven-shoot sight or a
red dot sight is preferable.”

SCANDINAVIAN BIG GAME SHOOTING
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NEW
NEW

ANNABODA JERSEY

SKIRNER SHIRT

Hardwearing jersey in 100% wool with windproof,
breathable WINDSTOPPER® membrane.
Forest green · Demitasse brown melange · Flint grey

Classic fit shooting shirt in 100% cotton with reinforcements on shoulders
and elbows.

melange · Size S-5XL

Burnt orange check · Light teak check ·
Size M-4XL

NEW

EIDE SHIRT
Checked shooting shirt in 100% cotton
with press stud fastenings and zipped
pockets.
Dark olive check

NEW

Green/Black check

NEW

Beige check · Size S-5XL
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NEW

REIDER CAP
Flexfit shooting cap in 100% cotton.
With Härkila logo.
Red · Green · Brown · Size S/M, L/XL

NEW

PAJALA SHIRT
Checked shirt in 100% cotton with
micro suede on cuffs, elbows and
collar. Two practical zipped chest
pockets and press stud front closure.
Tobacco check

NEW

· Bright red check

· Red check · Size S-5XL

NEW

NEW

FJAL T-SHIRT
T-shirt in 100% cotton. With roaring
bear motif.
Flaming orange · Slate brown · Dark olive ·
Size M-3XL

CLOTHING / ENDURANCE
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CLAS

ROOTED IN THE DESIGN
TRADITIONS OF CLASSIC
SHOOTING

Stylish clothing combining
exclusive materials and elegant design

SICS
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STORVIK
NEW

AN ELEGANT CUT FOR THE FORMAL SHOOT
With its classic cut, Storvik has been created for the shoot that
demands more formal wear. The suit has a waterproof, breathable
GORE-TEX® membrane, while its action back guarantees freedom
of movement.
Storvik jacket
Olive green · Size 48-58

Storvik trousers
Olive green · Size 48-58

Storvik overtrousers
Olive green · Size 48-58
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CLASSIC

NEW

ALSIN WAISTCOAT
Classic shooting waistcoat with THERMOLITE®
padding and water-repellent DWR treatment.
Elm green · Size M-3XL
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CLOTHING / CLASSICS

STYLISH

NEW

MILFORD SHIRT
Stylish, non-iron shirt in 100% easy care cotton.
Available in sizes up to 5XL.
Dark olive check

NEW

· Brown/Blue check · Blackberry check

· Stone check · Beetroot check · Size M-5XL

CLOTHING / CLASSICS
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“YOU CAN EAT MORE THAN
MOST PEOPLE THINK”
For Jakob Mielcke, shooting began in a

Game on the menu

small town on the west coast of Greenland.

It’s only when the end of the shoot sounds that Jakob Mielcke’s
work really starts. He gets as much satisfaction from utilising the
bagged game as from the shoot itself:

Aged 11, he would set out on a shoot with
the family’s pack of 10 sled dogs or their
little boat. Venturing out into the wilds to
bring food home has indelibly marked the
now-adult celebrity chef and host of Danish
Masterchef, who still feels a great obligation
to make full use of his raw ingredients.
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”YOU CAN EAT MORE THAN MOST PEOPLE THINK”

“As a chef, I feel an obligation to make full use of the raw materials.
We must take care of the resources available to us here on Earth. I
simply find it difficult to see food go to waste, and you can eat more
than most people think. For example, the giblets are a healthy and
often overlooked dish”, explains Jakob Mielcke.

PHEASANT WITH WILD MUSHROOMS AND GARLIC PURÉE
The chef goes shooting at Broksø Gods, for example, and gets a
lot of inspiration here for the menu at his restaurant, Mielcke &
Hurtigkarl:

1 pheasant • 50 g chanterelles • 50 g hedgehog mushrooms (pied de
mouton) • 50 g wood blewits (Clitocybe nuda) • 15 wild garlic shoots •
20 g dried morels • 100 g butter • 20 g sherry • 500 g field mushrooms/
button mushrooms • 50 g fresh morels • 15 g salted redcurrants • 1

“I often find myself standing in front of a diner presenting a dish
made from game I personally have shot and vegetables I have
grown in the restaurant’s kitchen garden. It’s great to be able to
serve my guests with something unique”, enthuses Jakob Mielcke,
whose own personal favourite is a special recipe using home-shot
pheasant and home-grown vegetables.

chestnut • 50 g oil • 10 g dried blackcurrants • 50 g black garlic
Preparations: Clean the field mushrooms of soil under water and
vacuum-seal with a splash of water. Steam at 80 degrees for approx. 12
hours. Remove the mushrooms and drain until the liquid is reduced by half.
Pluck the pheasant, gut it and clean it. Cut the breasts off and vacuum-seal
with a small pat of butter.
Recipe: Clean any dirt off the wood blewits, chanterelles and hedgehog
mushrooms using a brush. Peel the cloves of black garlic and blend for
about 10 seconds with 10 g of sherry until completely smooth. Soak the
dried morels and drain the liquid from them once they are soft. Finely chop
and fry the mushrooms. Clean the wild garlic and remove the white skin on
the bottom.
Use a small knife to cut a cross into the base of the chestnut. Heat the oil to
180 degrees and fry the chestnut for about 5 seconds. Wearing gloves, peel
the chestnut using a small knife to remove the outer and inner shells.
Blend 50 g of butter and 10 g of sherry to a uniform consistency. Blend the
dried blackcurrants to a powder. Heat the reduced mushroom bouillon and
blend in 50 g of cold butter. Cook through for 10 minutes with the chopped
morels and pass through a fine sieve or cloth. Salt to taste.
Place the vacuum-sealed pheasant breasts in a bain marie at 50 degrees for
about 30 minutes. Just before serving, remove them from the bag and flash
fry on each side. Leave to stand for 2 minutes before cutting them to a
suitable size. Cut across the breast!
Fry the mushrooms in a hot pan with the sherry butter. Add the chopped
fresh morels and wild garlic. Cut the chestnut into very thin slices using a
mandolin.
Presentation: For presentation, sprinkle blackcurrant powder on the plate.
Place three slices of breast in the middle, and then arrange the fried
mushrooms, garlic and morels. Finally, garnish with the salted redcurrants,
black garlic purée and chestnuts.

”YOU CAN EAT MORE THAN MOST PEOPLE THINK”
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LADY
This year we are introducing Expedition Lady,
whose combination of insulating down and
windproof, breathable GORE WINDSTOPPER®
membrane makes it the market’s ultimate
winter jacket.

NEW

EXPEDITION DOWN LADY JACKET
Exceptionally warm, lightweight and feminine down jacket
designed for both static and active shooting in extreme cold. The
jacket is made from a soft, brushed fabric and has a windproof,
breathable GORE WINDSTOPPER® membrane.
Shadow brown · Size 36-46

NEW

DISA LADY FLEECE JACKET
Lightweight and extremely stretchable fleece jacket in
moisture-transporting and insulating Actiwool.
Demitasse brown melange · Purple melange · Size S-XXL

CLOTHING / LADY
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NEW

THYRA LADY FLEECE JACKET
Lightweight, high-stretch fleece jacket in insulating
Polartec® Power Stretch®.
Shadow brown · Size S-XXL

NEW

DAGNY LADY
Dagny Lady is a lightweight shooting
suit, comprising waistcoat and
trousers, for the lady dog handler. The
suit has a feminine cut and is made
from a hard-wearing blend of cotton
and polyester, treated with water and
dirt repellent Wax Finish.
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CLOTHING / LADY

Dagny Lady trousers
Shadow brown/Hunting green ·
Size 36-46

Dagny Lady waistcoat
Hunting green · Size 36-46

NEW

PAJALA LADY SHIRT
Checked shirt in 100% cotton with
micro suede on cuffs, elbows and
collar.
Coffee check · Size S-XXL

NEW

LARA LADY SHIRT
Hardwearing and lightweight ladies’
shirt in 100% cotton. Two-button cuffs.
Plum perfect check

NEW

· Red/Black check ·

Size S-XXL

CLOTHING / LADY
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FOOTWEAR
Härkila develops innovative, no-compromise
footwear for dedicated shooters. Most of our
models are available in extra large sizes. All
sizes given are US sizes.

BOOTS FOR SHOOTING
Härkila’s shooting boots are made by shooters, for shooters. Right down to the last
detail. Here you can discover three of the details that make Härkila’s boots ideal
for effortlessly negotiating the terrain as comfortably and silently as possible.

FLEXIBLE HEEL

VARIABLE LACING

SOLE INSULATION

Härkila boots are equipped with a flex point in the
heel. This provides flexibility in the leg of the boot
and allows you to adopt the sitting positions you
need silently and comfortably.

Härkila’s boots have lace locks, which allow you to
tighten the laces in selected positions. For example,
you can have tight lacing at the foot and loose on
the leg, which is the most comfortable solution
when you are in the woods or on other flat ground.
Conversely, you can choose tight lacing of both foot
and leg when you are on difficult, uneven terrain,
such as in the mountains or on slopes.

The soles of Härkila’s boots use the highly insulating,
lightweight ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). EVA allows
for “sole mapping”, where the midsole is divided up
into zones, adapted to the specific type of shooting
it will be used for. In this way, the EVA sole can
have both extra soft comfort zones and extra rigid,
supportive zones.

FOOTWEAR
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TRAPPER
MASTER

TOUGH TRAIL.
NO SWEAT.

NEW

360° BREATHABILITY WITH
GORE-TEX® SURROUND™ SYSTEM
Trapper Master is the first shooting boot with the GORE-TEX®
SURROUND™ system, which breathes all the way around your
foot. Trapper Master is the ultimate boot for active shooting. It is
ultra-flexible, extremely lightweight and guarantees dry feet on
even the most demanding shoots.
Trapper Master GTX® 6”
OPTIFADE™ · Size 5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

Trapper Master GTX® 6”

NEW

Dark brown/Dark olive · Size 5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

Trapper Master GTX® 9”
Dark brown/Dark olive · Size 5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

GORE-TEX® material

Waterproof

Structured open spacer
Side ventilation panels
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Extreme
360° breathability

FOOTWEAR
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NEW

NEW

TREKKING GTX® 6”

LIGHT GTX® 7”

Lightweight, hard-wearing shooting boot with
excellent walking properties. In full grain leather with
waterproof, breathable GORE-TEX® Performance
comfort membrane and reinforced with welted
rubber edge on the upper. Available in half sizes up
to size 13.

Extremely lightweight and breathable shooting boot with shockabsorbing, flexible and stable sole system and GORE-TEX® Extended
comfort membrane. CORDURA® top for enhanced breathability and
extra leather on the front to protect the tongue.

Dark brown/Burgundy · Size 7-15
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Dark brown · Size 5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

PRO HUNTER GTX

®

TM

HARDWEARING ALL-YEAR BOOTS

Pro Hunter GTX® 12”

Pro Hunter GTX® 10”

The Pro Hunter range is for year-round use and shares features such as Vibram®
outsoles, optimum shock-absorption with Härkila SUPO™ midsoles and moisture-transporting Ortholite® footbeds.

Dark olive · Size 5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

Black · Size 5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

Pro Hunter GTX® 10” Armortex®
Kevlar®

Pro Hunter GTX® 7.5”
Dark olive · Size 5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

Dark olive · Size 5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

FOOTWEAR
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NEW

OUTBACK LIGHT GTX® 10”
Lightweight, robust shooting boot with waterproof
GORE-TEX® Extended comfort membrane and
a CORDURA® upper. Requires the minimum of
maintenance and especially suited to long or multi
day hunting trips, where the boot must withstand
constant heavy rain.
Dark brown · Size 5-15
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MERINO WOOL

NEW

NEW

NEW

PRO HUNTER SOCKS

PRO HUNTER LONG SOCK

ALL YEAR CREW SOCKS

Hardwearing sock in soft, comfortable and
cushioning merino wool with NanoGlide™ for
extreme durability. Features include comfort top for
optimal fit, flat toe seam and flat knitting in ankle and
flex area for better flexibility. 80% merino wool,
18% polyamide, 2% elastane.

Hardwearing long sock in soft, comfortable and
cushioning merino wool with NanoGlide™ for
extreme durability. Features include comfort top for
optimal fit, flat toe seam and flat knitting in ankle and
flex area for better flexibility. 87% merino wool,
11% polyamide, 2% elastane.

Comfortable, soft, lightweight socks in merino
wool with polyamide reinforcements. Perspirationwicking ventilation on the top and extra
reinforcements on the footpad, heel and toes for
dependable comfort. Ideal as an everyday sock.

Dark green · Black · Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

Dark green · Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45), XL (46-50)

Black · Size S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45), XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

FOOTWEAR
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FORESTER
RUBBER BOOTS WITH CLIMATE CONTROL
Hardwearing rubber boot in premium quality rubber that combines
softness, flexibility and durability, while an innovative ventilation
system keeps the feet dry at all times.
Forester is available in three different models with insulation
capability down to -10°C, -20°C and -30°C.
Forester 17” 3mm H-vent™
Dark olive · Size 3-17

Forester 17” zip 5mm H-vent™
Dark olive · Size 3-17

Forester 17” 3mm H-vent™ 400g
Dark olive · Size 3-17

Forester Lady 16” zip 3mm H-vent™
Dark olive · Size 5-12
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Härkila H-vent™

YKK® zip

Ortholite® sole

Vibram® Icetrek.

Racing tyre rubber

Innovative air cycling

Full-length zip to make it

Breathable and

Optimum footing on

We use Härkila 78-NRC™ rubber – the same that is used for

system that keeps your

easier to put on and

anti-bacterial.

icy and snow-covered

racing car tyres – to ensure that the rubber is absolutely pure

feet dry.

take off.

surfaces.

and has the same elasticity and strength across the
entire boot.

FOOTWEAR
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GEAR
Härkila means quality and innovation in
shooting equipment, with no compromises. We
are constantly setting new standards for what
shooters may expect from their shooting gear.
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REISA
NEW
Lightweight and silent day rucksack in wool/polyester blend with
DWR-treated surface and waterproof lining. Designed for high
levels of activity, holds 36 litres and has an ergonomic ventilation
net on the back for maximum comfort and breathability.
Hunting green / 36 L

Ergonomic ventilation net on the back for
maximum comfort and breathability.

GEAR
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RUCKSACKS
NEW

METSO CLASSIC RUCKSACK
Silent, lightweight, classic rucksack in
wool/polyester mix with DWR-treated
surface. Created for classic mountain
shooting, with a 50-litre capacity.
Hunting green / 50 L

METSO RUCKSACK CHAIR
Hardwearing and silent rucksack chair
in soft, comfortable water-repellent
Melton wool with robust aluminium
frame. Includes rain cover, two
compartments, six pockets and a
detachable gun holster that can be
fitted to the back or the side of the
chair, for example when driving an
ATV or snowmobile.
Hunting green / 25 L
Detachable gun holster that can be fitted to
the back or the side of the chair.
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The rucksack can be packed into
its own pocket to take up the
minimum of space.

NEW

FENJA LIGHT RUCKSACK
Lightweight, reversible and silent game rucksack in wool/polyester
blend with DWR-treated surface. The rucksack is capacious enough
for at least two roe deer. The rucksack can be packed into its own
pocket to take up the minimum of space, and the padded belt
distributes the weight between hips and shoulders for bringing
the game home. Removable, waterproof and washable inner bag
included.
Lake green / 75 L

GEAR
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NEW

LEATHER CARTRIDGE BAG
Cartridge bag in waxed leather with
padded shoulder strap. Traditional
English design, for pheasant shooting.
Shadow brown / f/125 bullets

NEW

LIFE
TIME

THERMAL FLASK
IN STAINLESS STEEL
Thermal flask in stainless steel with
genuine leather cover. Keeps fluids hot or
cold in up to 24 hours.
w/ leather / 500 ml
w/ leather / 750 ml
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SEE OUR
SELECTION OF RIFLE
AND SHOTGUN SLIPS
AT THE BACK OF THE
CATALOGUE.

NEW

NEW

LEATHER SHOTGUN SLIP

BINOCULARS STRAP IN WATERPROOF PU

Classic shotgun slip in waxed leather with synthetic
lambswool lining. For shotguns with barrels up to 30”.

Silent binoculars strap in waterproof polyurethane
with two rows of magnets, allowing the length to be
adjusted to the design of the binoculars. Sits close to
the body and has a metal bar in the base and a chest
strap, to better distribute the weight of the binoculars
and reduce neck strain to a minimum. The unique
design effectively protects the binoculars against rain
and moisture.

Shadow brown / 135 cm

NEW

CANVAS SHOTGUN SLIP
Classic shotgun slip in canvas and waxed leather
with synthetic lambswool lining. For shotguns with
barrels up to 30”.

Green / w/ magnet closure, regular
Green / w/ magnet closure, XL

Dusty olive / 135 cm

GEAR
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RANGE 2016-2017
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CLOTHING

SEE DETAILED
SIZE GUIDE AT
HARKILA.COM

NEW

NEW

JACKETS

NEW

Metso Insulated jacket

Expedition down jacket

Visent jacket

Atle anorak

Turek jacket

Vector jacket

Tuning jacket

46-60

46-58

48-60

46-58

46-58

46-62

46-58

NEW

Grit Reversible jacket

Caribou X jacket

Stealth Short jacket

Metso anorak

Metso jacket

46-58

46-62

48-58

46-60

46-60

Mountain Trek
Long jacket

Arvik Reversible jacket
S-3XL

48-60

NEW

Pro Hunter X jacket

Pro Hunter jacket

46-64

46-62

Pro Hunter
Dog Keeper jacket

Pro Hunter
Wild Boar jacket
48-60

NEW

NEW

Dvalin Insulated jacket

Dvalin jacket

Angus jacket

Storvik jacket

Torridon jacket

48-60

48-60

48-60

48-58

48-58

48-58

OVERVIEW
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Torridon Sports jacket

Canis jacket

Highclere jacket

48-58

48-58

48-58

TROUSERS

NEW

Metso Insulated
trousers

NEW

Visent trousers

Extreme X trousers

Atle trousers

48-60

46-60/33", 50-56/31”, 50-56/35”

46-58

Q Fleece Optifade™
Camo trousers

46-60

NEW

Turek trousers

Vector trousers

Tuning trousers

Hurricane trousers

Grit Reversible trousers

Caribou X trousers

Stealth trousers

46-58

46-60/33", 48-54/31”, 48-54/35”

46-58

48-60

46-58

48-52/31”, 46-58/33", 48-54/35”

48-58

46-62

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Metso trousers

Ingels trousers

Dain trousers

Gevar trousers

Mountain Trek Trousers

46-60

46-54/29", 46-56/31”,

48-60

46-58

48-60

46-60/33", 50-60/35"

Pro Hunter
Wild Boar trousers

Pro Hunter X trousers

48-60

46-60/33", 50-56/35”

46-52/29", 48-66/31”,

NEW

Pro Hunter trousers
46-58

Pro Hunter X
Leather trousers
48-60
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Pro Hunter X breeks
48-62

Pro Hunter
Dog Keeper trousers

Pro Hunter
Active trousers

Pro Hunter
Extend trousers

Dvalin
Insulated trousers

48-58, 50-56/31”

50-56/31”, 48-58/33"

48-60

48-60

Oryx Light trousers
48-60

Ultimate trousers
48-60

Ultimate
leather trousers
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NEW

NEW

Angus trousers

Pro Trek trousers

Storvik trousers

Storvik overtrousers

Torridon breeks

Canis trousers

50-56/31”, 46-60/33"

48-60

48-58

48-58

48-58

46-60, 100-108

Hurricane
Camo waistcoat

Hurricane waistcoat

Arvik Reversible
waistcoat

Mountain Trek
waistcoat

Safety waistcoat

S-3XL

48-58

Mountain Trek shorts

Oryx shorts

48-58

48-60

WAISTCOATS

48-60

48-60

48-60

S-5XL

NEW

Angus waistcoat

Oryx Light waistcoat

Ultimate waistcoat

Alsin waistcoat

Torridon waistcoat

Highclere waistcoat

48-60

48-62

48-60

48-58

M-3XL

48-58

48-58

Thor fleece jacket

Hurricane anorak

Hurricane jacket

Kalmar fleece jacket

Grizzly fleece jacket

S-3XL

48-58

48-60

48-60

S-3XL

Q Fleece Optifade™
Camo jacket

FLEECES &
SOFTSHELLS

Pro Trek waistcoat

NEW

Kamko fleece jacket
XS-5XL

46-62

OVERVIEW
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NEW

NEW

Svarin fleece jacket

Triq full zip fleece

Tulloch fleece jacket

Vindeln fleece jacket

Triq half zip

Skoll fleece jacket

Crome fleece jacket

S-3XL

S-3XL

S-3XL

S-3XL

S-3XL

S-3XL

S-3XL

KNITWEAR

NEW

Norja cardigan

Nite pullover

Viken cardigan

Annaboda jersey

S-5XL

S-3XL

S-5XL

S-5XL

NEW

SHIRTS

NEW

Jari pullover

Pajala shirt

Eide shirt

Keto shirt

S-3XL

S-5XL

S-5XL

M-3XL

NEW
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NEW

NEW

Skirner shirt

Amlet shirt

Newton shirt

Hasvik shirt

Linus L/S shirt

Milford shirt

M-4XL

S-3XL

S-3XL

M-4XL

M-3XL

M-5XL

OVERVIEW

BASE LAYERS

T-SHIRTS &
POLO SHIRTS

M-5XL
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Lancaster shirt

All Season shirt

All Season long johns

Coldfront shirt zip-neck

Coldfront long johns

S-4XL

S-4XL

S-4XL

S-4XL

ACCESSORIES

NEW

NEW

Gerit polo shirt

Fjal t-shirt

Logo t-shirt

S-4XL

M-3XL

S-5XL

NEW

Expedition cap

Visent cap

Alaska hat

Vector cap

Hurricane cap

Mountain Trek cap

One size

M-XL

M-XXL

M-XL

One size

One size

Reider cap

Pro Hunter X cap

Ultimate cap

Ultimate Military cap

Ultimate Leather cap

Safety light cap

Viken Reversible beanie

S/M, L/XL

M-XXL

One size

M-XXL

One size

One size

M-XL

NEW

OVERVIEW
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Polar fleece hat

Fennek fleece hat

Fennek Fleece roll collar

All Season roll collar

Polar fleece balaclava

Crome balaclava

Crome fleece hat

Hurricane camo cap

L-XL

L-XL

One size

One size

One size

One size

One size

One size

NEW

Cliff cap

Torridon flat cap

Jura hat

Expedition gloves

All Round gloves

Pro Shooter gloves

Power Liner gloves

Trail gloves

One size

57-61

57-61

L-XL

M-XL

S-4XL

M-XL

L-XL

Q fleece Optifade™
camo gloves

Crome fleece glove

Pro Hunter
Active gloves

Pro Hunter
Dog Keeper gloves

Classic Shooting gloves

Pro Hunter X gaiters

Angus gaiters

Härkila Flex belt

M-XL

One size

One size

M/L 105 cm, L/XL 125 cm

M-XL

M-XL

GORE-TEX® repair kit

M-XL

M-3XL

NEW
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NEW

Colorado belt

Carl-Eric braces

Carl-August braces

Carl-Philip braces

Carl-Gustaf

Carl-Magnus

Härkila silk tie

90-120

w/clips

f/buttons

f/buttons

w/clips

f/buttons

One size

OVERVIEW
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JACKETS,
TROUSERS &
WAISTCOATS

LADY
NEW

Expedition Down
Lady jacket

Kana Lady jacket
36-46

36-46

Pro Hunter X
Lady jacket

Estelle Lady jacket

Vika Lady jacket

Highclere Lady jacket

34-46

36-46

36-46

34-48

Mountain Trek
Lady jacket
36-46

NEW

Jerva Lady jacket

Kana Lady trousers

36-46

36-46

Pro Hunter X
Lady trousers

Estelle Lady trousers

Dagny Lady trousers

Jerva Lady trousers

34-46

36-46

36-46

34-48

Mountain Trek
Active Lady trousers

36-46

34-46

NEW

Dagny Lady waistcoat

Jerva Lady waistcoat

Impala Lady waistcoat

36-46

36-46

36-48

FLEECES &
KNITWEAR

NEW

Mountain Trek
Lady trousers

NEW

Kanu Lady fleece jacket

Thyra Lady fleece jacket

Disa Lady fleece jacket

Crome Lady fleece

S-XXL

S-XXL

S-XXL

S-XXL

OVERVIEW
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Lilja Lady cardigan

Alley Lady pullover

S-XXL

XS-XXL

S-XXL

Coldfront Lady shirt
zip-neck

Coldfront Lady
long johns

Classic Lady
Shooting gloves

S-XXL

S-XXL

S-L

SHIRTS,
BASE LAYERS
& GLOVES

Jaura Lady pullover

NEW

NEW

Pajala Lady shirt

Kaali Lady shirt

Lara Lady shirt

Lancaster Lady shirt

S-XXL

M-3XL

S-XXL

S-XXL

FOOTWEAR
BOOTS

NEW

Staika GTX® 12” XL
insulated
5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)
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Pro Hunter GTX® 12”

Pro Hunter GTX® 10”

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

Pro Hunter GTX® 10”
Armortex® Kevlar®
5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

Pro Hunter GTX® 7.5”

Pro Gamekeeper GTX® 9”

Trekking GTX® 6"

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

7-14

7-15
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NEW

Mountain Trek GTX® 8”

Mountain Trek GTX® 6”

5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

Inuit GTX® 15” XL
insulated

Light GTX® 7"

Big Game Boa® GTX® 8”

5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

5-17 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

5-15

Big Game GTX® 10" XL
insulated

Big Game GTX® 8”

Big Game Lady GTX® 8”

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

5-13 (5-11 in ½ sizes)

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

NEW

5-17 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

Big Game GTX® 8”
Optifade™

DayHiker GTX® 7"
5-15 (9-13 in ½ sizes)

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

Mountain Hunt GTX®
10” Flex

Elk Hunter GTX® 10” XL
insulated

5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

5-15

Elk Hunter GTX® 9”

Outback Light GTX® 10"

Backcountry II GTX® 6”

5-15

5-15

3-15

NEW

Backcountry II Lady
GTX® 6”

Sporting Visent GTX® 17”

Trapper Master GTX® 9"

Trapper Master GTX® 6"

Lynx GTX® 6”

Vulpes GTX® 9”

7-14

5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

5-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

7-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

7-15 (7-13 in ½ sizes)

Forester Lady 16” zip
3mm H-vent™

Forester 17" 3mm
H-vent™ 400g

Forester 17" 3mm
H-vent™

5-12

3-17

3-17

Upland 17” zip leather
3-17

CASUAL
FOOTWEAR AND
SNOW SHOES

5-13

RUBBER BOOTS

Big Game GTX® 10”

Forester 17" zip 5mm
H-vent™
3-17

Jokkmokk II GTX®

Keruu GTX®

Sporting 3-eye

7-13

7-13

7-15

OVERVIEW
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SOCKS
Snow Trapper camo,
92 cm

Snow Trapper white,
74 cm

Trapper Master
midweight socks

Staika crew sock

Staika calf sock

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

Big Game compression
sock, short

Big Game compression
sock, long

92 cm

74 cm

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42) , L (43-45),

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

NEW

Coolmax® II liner sock

NEW

Coolmax®
midweight sock

Pro Hunter socks

Pro Hunter long sock

Expedition sock, short

Expedition sock, long

Trekking II sock

Mountain crew sock

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

XL (46-50)

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

NEW

Mountain calf sock

All season wool II sock

All Year Crew socks

Casual sock, 2 pack

Sporting Estate sock

Tweed II knee high sock

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

Wellington
Neoprene sock

Stalker II sock

S (35-38), M (39-42) , L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42) , L (43-45),

S (35-38), M (39-42) , L (43-45),

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

S (35-38), M (39-42), L (43-45),

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

XL (46-50)

Härkila Rubber Care

Härkila Leather Oil

250 ml

250 ml

Härkila Mink Oil
Leather Care

Pro Hunter footbed™
Ortholite®

Big Game footbed™
Ortholite®

170 ml

5-17 (5-13 in ½ sizes)

5-17 (8-11 in ½ sizes)

MISC.
ACCESSORIES

XL (46-50)
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Härkila Waterproofing
Leather Care

Härkila Waterproofing
Fabric Care

250 ml

250 ml
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NEW

Adjuster™ Ortholite®
5-17 (8 -11 in ½ sizes)

Härkila footbed™
Sporting Visent

Inuit liner

Härkila Boot bag

Härkila Logo Bootjack

Härkila Shoehorn

5-15

L 37 cm x H 45 cm x W 26 cm

L 33 cm x W 12 cm x H 10 cm

60 cm

BOA® M2
Big Game B1152

BOA® EX735
single lace B1066-15

7-14

Pro Hunter laces

Mountain Hunt/Big Game laces

Big Game laces

Staika laces

206 cm/81" (10" - 5-8½) · 216 cm/85" (10" - 9-12½)

150 cm/59" (6" - 5 -8½) · 160 cm/63" (6" - 9-12½)

150 cm (6" - 5-8½)

254 cm/100" (12" - 5-8½)

226 cm/89" (10" - 13-17) · 153 cm/60" (7.5" - 5-7½)

170 cm/67" (6" - 13-17) · 178 cm/70" (7" & 8" - 5-8½)

160 cm (6" - 9-12½)

264 cm/104" (12" - 9-12½)

158 cm/62" (7.5" - 8-10½) · 163 cm/64" (7,5" - 11-13)

188 cm/74" (7" & 8" - 9-12½) · 198cm/78" (7" & 8" - 13-17)

170 cm (6" - 13-17)

274 cm/108" (12" - 13-17)

168 cm/66" (7.5" - 14-17) · 193 cm/76" (10" - 5-7½)

206 cm/81" (10" - 5-8½) · 211 cm/83" (12" - 5-8½)

198 cm/78" (10" - 8-10½) · 203 cm/80" (10" - 11-13)

216 cm/85" (10" - 9-12½) · 221 cm/87" (12" - 9-12½)

209 cm/82" (10" - 14-17) · 223 cm/88" (12" - 5-7½)

226 cm/89" (10" - 13-17) · 232 cm/91" (12" - 13-17)

229 cm/90" (12" - 8-10½) · 234 cm/92" (12" - 11-13)
239 cm/94" (12" - 14-17)

GEAR

OVERVIEW
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RUCKSACKS &
BAGS

GEAR
NEW

NEW

Fenja rucksack

Fenja Light rucksack

Miekak rucksack

Miekak rucksack

PU coated ribstop. 80 l

Lake green. 75 l

Melton wool. 40 l

PU coated ribstop. 40 l

Slimpack
with camera holder

Slimpack compact

Reisa rucksack

Waterproof PU material.

Hunting green. 36 l

Waterproof PU material.

12 l

20 l

NEW

Alta rucksack
in melton wool

Alta rucksack
in brushed material

Blaiken hunting pack™
in Melton wool

Blaiken hunting pack™
in brushed material

Hunting green. 12 l

Mossy Oak® New Break-Up.

Hunting green. L/XL

Mossy Oak® New Break-Up.

Expedition duffelbag

Metso rucksack chair

Abisko rucksack chair

Hunting green. 25 l

Green. 25 l

90
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Combi bag

Hampshire gamebag

Melton wool. 7 l

PU coated ribstop.

PU coated ribstop. 36 l

13 l + 15 l

L/XL

Lake green. 40 l // Lake green.
75 l // Lake green. 100 l

Dog lead rucksack

Hunting green. 50 l

Bearhunter
rucksack chair
PU coated ribstop. 25 l

Keino rucksack chair

Kaitum rucksack chair

PU coated ribstop. 25 l

Melton wool. 25 l

GUN SLIPS

12 l

Metso Classic rucksack

Multi slip
PU coated ribstop. 110 cm

NEW
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NEW

NEW

Slip with pocket

Skåne rifle case

Adjustable slip

Leather cartridge bag

Leather shotgun slip

Canvas gun slip

Shotgun slip

f/rifle & shotgun.

f/rifle. PU coated ribstop

f/rifle & shotgun.

Shadow brown. f/125 bullets

Shadow brown. 135 cm

Dusty olive. 135 cm

Waterproof PU material.

Waterproof PU material

Waterproof PU material

MISC.
ACCESSORIES

Double slip
f/rifle & shotgun.

Waterproof PU material

Shotgun sling

Rifle sling with padding

Dark brown. 93 cm

Dark brown. 93 cm

Rifle sling
with adjustable pad

135 cm

Cartridge belt

Carrier sling in leather

Olive. 110 cm

Brown

Dark brown. 93 cm

Game carrier
for belt, leather

Bolt pouch, leather
Dark brown. 15 x 23 cm

12 pcs game

NEW

Bolt pouch, PU
Olive. 15 x 23 cm

Binoculars strap
in waterproof PU

Binocular strap
in brushed material

Rifle cartridge
pouch, leather

Cartridge pouch

Cartridge pouch

Hunting green. f/shotgun //

Mossy Oak® New Break-Up.

Cartridge pouch,
3 compartment

Vacuum flask
in stainless steel

Green. w/ magnet closure,

Mossy Oak® New Break-Up.

Brown. f/5 bullets

Hunting green. f/rifle

f/shotgun // Mossy Oak® New

f/rifle. Waterproof PU material

w/ leather. 500 ml //

regular // Green. w/ magnet

w/ magnet closure, regular

Break-Up. f/rifle

w/ leather. 750 ml

closure, XL

NEW

Hipflask, round

Bolt knob

w/ leather. 150 ml

Black/orange. 40 stk.

NEW

Head torch,
rechargeable

NEW

NEW

Head torch, basic

Water pouch

100-300-600 lm. elastic band

1.5 l. 14.5 x 38.5 cm

Seating pad
foldable in foam

Lens cover with silent magnetic closure
Black. S // Black. M // Black. L // Black. XL

100-300-600 lm. elastic band
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Härkila specialises in clothing, footwear and equipment for shooters. Our guiding
principle is to be uncompromising on quality, and all our products are the result of
comprehensive development work in which materials, designs and functionality are
constantly adjusted and refined in collaboration with professional shooters.

Price £ 8,-

HARKILA.COM
All rights reserved. We disclaim any liability for price changes, product changes, typographical errors and printing errors.
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